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China Insight: Corporates Look Set to Face Ongoing Tough Domestic 
Financing Environment
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
Signs of China's economic slowdown, which had already emerged in late-
2017, turned more apparent as soon as 2018 started. This should not have
been a surprise to China's top policymakers who, we believe, were already
aware in as early as the summer of 2017 that a cost had to be paid for a
continuation of the financial deleveraging program.

Front Month Brent – Scope For A Bounce Before The Downtrend Resumes
- by Ed Blake, p15
Look to sell into near-term corrective strength as we await a downtrend 
resumption targeting 55.06, possibly 49.88. Place a protective stop above 
64.48

AUD/USD – Multi-Month Channel Break Points To Stronger Recovery
- by Andrew Dowdell, p16
Look to buy for a target of .7677. Place stop below .7164.

US 10YR TIPS – 117.0/121.6 Targeted While Dips Hold The 95.1/98.2 Zone
- by Ed Blake, p17

Buy into near-term dips as we await a return to 117.0, perhaps channel 
resistance at 121.6. Stop and reverse on the loss of the 95.1/98.5 support 
cluster

Know the Flows: Europe Funds Remain Under Pressure as QE Taper and 
Brexit Vote Loom - by Cameron Brandt, p3
EPFR-tracked Europe Equity and Bond Funds posted their 12th and 16th
consecutive outflows respectively during the fourth week of November as
investors digested the fuel tax riots in France while looking ahead to a key
British vote on the current ‘Brexit’ deal and the mid-December meeting of
the European Central Bank.

Dutch RMBS Sales Creep to Four-Year High
- by Anil Mayre, p4-6
Primary market conditions have become increasingly difficult the last few 
weeks, but two more issuers printed deals in the second half of November 
to push Dutch RMBS sales to a four-year high.

Seasonality in December? 
- by Tony Nyman, p7-8
For the most part, seasonality is working out pretty well so far Q4 wise and 
we enjoyed a +2.7% return on our long USD/NOK position initiated at the 
start of the quarter on expected seasonal impact. Dec (and post G20), it's 
been a relatively soft start to the month for the Dollar… 

Brazil's Honeymoon is Fading Amid Lack of Pension Reform Progress
– by Natalie Rivett, p9-11
There is a risk Brazil will follow down the path of Mexico, where the election 
honeymoon period has come to a halt before the new presidency has even 
begun.
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EPFR-tracked Europe Equity and Bond Funds posted their 12th and 16th
consecutive outflows respectively during the fourth week of November
as investors digested the fuel tax riots in France while looking ahead to a
key British vote on the current ‘Brexit’ deal and the mid-December
meeting of the European Central Bank. At that meeting the ECB is
expected to vote for an end to its current asset buying program by Dec.
31, leaving European corporate and sovereign debt issuers without a
back-stop that has been in place since 1Q15.

In addition to cutting their exposure to Europe, mutual fund investors
continued to cut their exposure to fixed income asset classes and groups
they see as a liquidity risk in times of market stress. Bank Loan Funds,
which posted their biggest outflow since 4Q14 the previous week, saw
another $1.2 billion flow out and Balanced, Total Return and High Yield
Bond Funds all posted outflows for the week that exceeded $2.5 billion.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds recorded a collective net outflow of
$1.07 billion during the week ending November 28 while investors
pulled $350 million out of Alternative Funds, $8.9 billion from Money
Market Funds and $9 billion out of Bond Funds.

At the single country fund level UK Equity Funds posted outflows for the
32nd time in the past 38 weeks and Italy Equity Funds for the 19th time
in the past 21 weeks, Italy and Switzerland Equity Funds experienced net
redemptions for the sixth straight week and China Equity Funds chalked
up their biggest outflow since early January. Korea Bond Funds recorded
their biggest inflow since mid-April and Sweden Bond Funds since 2Q14

With the Christmas shopping season moving through the gears and the
Northern hemisphere’s winter heating season underway, Consumer
Goods and Energy Sector Funds were among the Sector Fund groups to
attract fresh money during the fourth week of November. But, with US
President Donald Trump threatening China with more tariffs and the
trajectory of global economic growth slowing, overall flows mirrored
investors caution. The $546 million absorbed by Consumer Goods Sector
Funds the biggest inflow and the $426 million redeemed from
Technology Sector Funds the biggest outflow among the 11 major
groups tracked by EPFR.

Know The Flows – Europe Funds Remain Under Pressure as QE Taper and Brexit Vote Loom
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Primary market conditions have become increasingly difficult the last
few weeks, but two more issuers printed deals in the second half of
November to push Dutch RMBS sales to a four-year high.

Eleven transactions have priced so far this year from seven sellers, which
have placed around EUR8.5bn of bonds, through public marketing or
more pre-placement. This eclipses the EUR8bn placed in 2016.

But with a total of around EUR29.3bn of bonds structured in total,
issuers sold less than 30% of their bonds to investors.

The uptick in supply is a welcome development for this sector, which
through a combination of reduced new issuance and redemptions has
been contracting.

There is less than EUR40bn of Dutch prime RMBS outstanding, which is
around half the volume in 2010, according to Morgan Stanley data.

Increased covered bond sales has seen that market erode
securitisation’s share of secured funding in the Netherlands, overtaking
RMBS in 2017.

Dutch covered bond issuance has hit a high of EUR10.75bn this year,
with the increased use of conditional pass-through programmes over the
last five years spurring year-on-year growth in volumes.

Familiar names return

So, considered against the advance of the Dutch covered bond market,
the recovery in RMBS is noteworthy. But equally it is too early to suggest
a resurgence of the sector can be maintained.

For example, some notes are still preplaced. And the introduction of the
simple transparent and standardised (STS) regulation in January could
also hold supply back while issuers get to grips of how to comply with
the new rules.

Some deals have been launched as “STS-ready”, but there are

expectations that overall supply across sectors could dip initially while
the new rule, and how to comply with it, beds in.

On a positive note, two of this year’s eleven Dutch RMBS came from
originators returning from lengthy absences.

Aegon sold its first RMBS for over four years (Saecure 16) and NIBC bank
returned after almost six years (Dutch MBS XIX).

These trades reinforce RMBS’ potential for funding diversification, which
is particularly relevant for the sellers increasing use of their CPT
programmes.

Aegon, for example, sold EUR2.25bn across four CPT covered bonds
between November 2015 and 2017 and so its deal allowed it to branch
out to RMBS investors.

Dutch RMBS Sales Creep to Four-Year High
By Anil Mayre, IGM Senior Analyst 
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NIBC’s deal was also aimed at funding variation. A treasury official said
“funding diversification has been and continues to be important to us.
That is why we are returning to the RMBS market again”.

The issuer redeemed its Dutch MBS XVIII deal February, which was its
last public RMBS outstanding.

The new Dutch MBS XIX trade allowed it to re-open that account.

“This will allow us to stay connected to the RMBS investor base and
hopefully will put us in a position to become a repeat issuer again, of
course depending on markets and other developments,” the official said
ahead of pricing.

Range broadens, Obvion still dominates

There have been changes to both sell- and buy-side dynamics in recent
years that have influenced supply levels.

Some issuers have favoured covered bonds for added flexibility of
issuance, preferential regulatory treatment and deeper investor base.

On the buy-side, insurance companies hit with higher capital charges
under Solvency II and have reduced participation, in some cases focused
on whole loan purchases.

This undermined RMBS volumes from the typical band of repeat prime
issuers, but at the same created opportunities for new entrants to the
market.

For example, Elan Woninghyoptheken focuses on the high LTV end of
the prime market. The issuer says in its marketing material that banks
facing higher risk weights for mortgages and insurance companies hit by
less favourable treatment for high LTV loans creates a void in supply for
it to exploit. And it funds that origination through securitisation.

Elan Woninghypotheken has now issued four deals. Two came this year,
with the most recent on November 29. It was not the easiest run to
market, pricing at a discount at 3mE+55bp having originally said it could
price above par.

Venn Hypotheken, meanwhile, has sold three deals as it looks to fund its
origination expansion in RMBS, and there have also been other
developments in the more niche sectors such as RNHB’s buy-to-let
transactions.

Green transactions backed by energy-efficient mortgages have also been
launched the last couple of years, as have the occasional full capital
structure transactions, non-conforming RMBS, swap-less trades and
those without a call date.

Obvion stands out in all of that, having tried most of those structures
with prime collateral in maintaining a dominant presence in the market.

Obvion accounts for over 56% of Dutch RMBS sales this year. Last year it
was a bigger proportion at 60%, higher still in 2016 at 72%, around 53%
in 2015 and 30% in 2014.

Seven sellers have printed RMBS this year, which are Aegon, Argenta
Spaarbank, Elan Woninghypotheken, NIBC, Obvion, RNHB and Venn
Partners.

In 2017 six sellers placed EUR6.95bn of notes. In 2016 there were fewer
issues, with five originators bringing deals but for just over EUR8bn.

The number is lower still in 2015 with four sellers, while in 2014 seven
sellers placed around EUR9.7bn of notes.

Dutch RMBS Sales Creep to Four-Year High – cont’d
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For the most part, seasonality is working out pretty well so far Q4 wise
and we enjoyed a +2.7% return on our long USD/NOK position initiated
at the start of the quarter on expected seasonal impact.

Dec (and post G20), it's been a relatively soft start to the month for the
DOLLAR. The long USD has been sold on the back of the perceived
progress in US-China trade 'discussions', losing out vs -0.2% EUR through
to -0.9% for both the AUD (China proxy) and NOK. It's unchanged vs the
JPY and only up against +0.1% CHF and +0.2% the Brexit beleaguered
GBP.

However, how does the USD tend to fare generally in the run-up to year-
end? Further, are there any G10s that seem to perform particularly
well/badly through this month?

• Last year, the USD was a near broad loser, down -0.9% EUR to the
likes of -2.4% SEK, -2.6% CAD, -3.2% AUD and -3.9% NZD. The USD
only won and tiny vs +0.1% GBP and JPY.

• In 2016, all change and only USD losses were vs -1.4% SEK, with
decent USD upside seen vs +1.3% GBP and NOK, +2.1% NZD and JPY
and +2.4% AUD.

• In 2015, it was a mixed affair. The USD was lower vs the likes of-0.8%
AUD, -2.8% EUR and -3.8% NZD. The USD was up +1.6% NOK, +2.1%
GBP and +3.5% CAD.

• In Dec 2014, the USD closed the year stronger across the board, from
+0.4% GBP to +5.7% NOK.

• In 2013, the USD was a wide loser, from -0.9% NOK to -1.5% CHF and 
-1.7%. The USD was only up vs the +2.1% AUD and +2.7% JPY.

• In 2012, it was a very similar story, mostly Usd losses again, ie from -
0.2% CAD through to -2.0% NOK and -2.4% SEK. The USD only won 
out vs +0.3% AUD and +4.9% the Abe impacted JPY.

• In 2011, light USD losses only vs -0.9% YEN and USD gains 
everywhere else in G10 land, incl +2.7% CHF, +3.4% NOK and +3.6% 
EUR.

• In 2010,the USD was a loser across the board, from -0.3% GBP to big 
losses versus -4.7% SEK, -5.1% NZD, -6.7% NOK and AUD and -7.3% 
CHF.

Seasonality in December?
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX

Continued page 8
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Seasonality in December? – cont’d

• In 2009, the USD only lost out vs -0.3% CAD and -1.0% NZD. USD 
gains elsewhere and big ones vs +2.9% CHF, +4.6% EUR and +7.1% 
JPY.

• Ten years ago, as the GFC was taking its toll there was mega 
movement and the USD mostly softer, incl -5.5% JPY and NZD, -
7.2% AUD, -10.1% EUR and -13.6% the chief safe haven CHF.

• For good measure, in 2007, only significant downside was made vs 
-2.0% NOK and largely light gains elsewhere, the +3.5% GBP the 
highlight.

No great trends USD wise then apart from the fact that it tends to be 
a month of extremes, with few mixed months over the 10-years-plus 
period. The havens can do well, with the Chf an occasional big winner.

Back to Index Page
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USD/BRL has recouped the losses made in the wake of Bolsonaro’s first
round presidential election win on October 8th.

The extent of Bolsonaro’s margin of victory over his leftist rival, Haddad,
in the first round and the amount of support received by his PSL party in
the parliamentary elections sparked a market rally that recall,
culminated in a USD/BRL downside break of 3.6000 for the first time in
over 5-months, following Bolsonaro’s second round win on October
28th.

Yet, it quickly became a case of buy the rumour sell the fact and
USD/BRL has been on an upward trend since, trading beyond 3.9000
earlier this week.

The early signs were promising, with Bolsonaro backpedalling on some
of his controversial campaign pledges and vowing to respect democracy
and the constitution, whilst assigning some well-respected names to his
administration to join Guedes. Yet, it is pension reform the markets are
now focused on. Or rather the lack of it. The pension system is the main
cause of Brazil’s budget deficit of more than 7%/GDP.

The current government of President Temer has presented two pension
reform proposals to congress. According to Finance Minister Guardia
(FT), the first would save ca. BRL800bn (more than 10% of GDP) over the
course of 10-years, while the second, watered-down version, already
approved by congressional committees, would save BRL650bn. Both
would require three-fifths majorities in both houses of congress to make
the required changes to Brazil’s constitution.

Bolsonaro and Guedes said the first order of business would be to fix the
pension system, but as things stand it appears there will be no progress
on this front before year-end. Bolsonaro has claimed that not much of
the reform bill currently in congress can be used. It is this lack of reform
progress that is largely responsible for the unravelling of the Real.

The incoming administration has proposed both making limited changes
that would not require constitutional amendments or scrapping the

Temer proposals altogether to come up with a new plan, but this would
push reform further down the line, potentially into H2 2019. The market
would be even less forgiving of a further delay to pension reform, which
carries the risk of higher borrowing costs and a reduction in investment,
whilst potentially tipping the economy back into a recession from which
it is only just recovering.

Brazil risks heading down the same path as Mexico

There is a risk Brazil will follow down the path of Mexico, where the
election honeymoon period has come to a halt before the new
presidency has even begun.

USD/MXN is back trading clear of the psychological 20 mark and at levels
last seen in June, prior to Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador’s (AMLO)
presidential election victory on July 1st. This deterioration in sentiment
towards the Peso is further highlighted by the trimming of net long MXN
positions by more than half in recent weeks, per CFTC data. At the same
time, Mexico’s local currency 10-year bond yield has continued to favour
the upside, advancing to a decade-plus high, while the Mexican Bolsa
has slumped to lows since 2014, down ca. 20% since the election.
Additionally, data from our partners at EPFR shows YTD cumulative net
inflows to Mexican equity funds have moderated by more than
USD500mn over the past 4-months.

Investors had initially pushed back fears that leftist AMLO – who was
inaugurated on December 1st - would send the country back to the
1970s with interventionist policies, thanks largely to his promises of
fiscal prudence. However, they were caught off guard last month by his
decision to hold and abide by a referendum on the fate of the partially
built USD13bn Mexico City airport. This was followed up by more
referendums on infrastructure and social projects and together with the
proposal from AMLO’s Morena party earlier this month to prohibit or
curb banks from charging commission for certain services, has brought
concerns over the quality of policy making in Mexico to the fore.

Continued page 10

Brazil's Honeymoon is Fading Amid Lack of Pension Reform Progress
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst, & Ed Blake Chief FI Technical Analyst
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Reform optimism has not completely dissipated

For Brazil, there is clearly a willingness among Bolsonaro’s
administration to address fiscal concerns, but time is of the essence and
progress is already slower than the market will have ideally liked – this is
evident in the unwinding of the Real’s post-election gains (vs the USD).
There has not been a complete loss of optimism though, as CFTC
positioning finally turned net positive at the start of the month, after 35
negative weeks. The Bovespa has also gone on to carve out 6-month
highs just short of the 9k mark, although EPFR data shows YTD net
cumulative inflows to Brazilian focused equity funds have cooled from
early November levels, with net weekly flows turning net negative the
past two weeks (please refer to the dashboard).

Timely pension approval next year would renew interest in Brazilian
assets

Should Brazil appear on course to approve pension reform in a timely
manner, i.e. in H1 2019, we believe this would renew interest in Brazilian
assets as some investors turn to look at the country in a more favourable
light.

It is worth pointing out that accumulated YTD inflows for Brazilian equity
funds are still less than half the levels seen earlier in the year and the
same goes for BRL positioning, which suggests there is plenty of scope
for a further improvement in sentiment in the event of timely pension
reform. In a similar vein, swift pension reform progress next year would
offer the chance for a sustained boost to foreign direct investment, for
which accumulated inflows for the past 12-months reached USD75bn in
October, the highest level in almost a year.

The prospect of a doubling down on reform efforts next year is enough
for us to remain cautiously optimistic on Brazilian assets. For now
though, in the absence of any progress, 3.7314 remains a key USD/BRL
support and if pension reform does drag on, the charts suggest we could
be looking at a break over 3.9325 and on to the 4.0620/54 area.

• Extended the recovery from 3.5864 (29 October base, near 200DMA)
to retrace over half the prior decline from 4.2133 (30 August, 38-
month high)

• While the pair has since eased from Monday’s 3.9325 high, a higher
low is favoured over 3.7314 (16 November low), allowing fresh dollar
strength

• Constructive daily/weekly studies concur and a break over 3.9325
opens 3.9738 (61.8% retrace of 4.2133/3.5864) then the 4.0620/54
zone (1 October high/76.4% retrace)

• Only the loss of the 3.7314 higher low would damage recovery
potential and leave 3.5864 vulnerable to a re-test

Brazil's Honeymoon is Fading Amid Lack of Pension Reform Progress - cont’d
Back to Index Page
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The Context

Signs of China's economic slowdown, which had already emerged in late-
2017, turned more apparent as soon as 2018 started.

This should not have been a surprise to China's top policymakers who, we
believe, were already aware in as early as the summer of 2017 that a cost
had to be paid for a continuation of the financial deleveraging program.

However, the US-China trade war, which has led to much weaker growth
since the beginning of H2 2018, was likely an event that President Xi and
other top policymakers failed to predict in advance.

To stop this slowdown from accelerating, policymakers chose to
downplay (if not suspend) the financial deleveraging program and boost
the banking system liquidity by two RRR reductions in H2. Chart 1 shows
China's banking system liquidity saw a net increase over the past 23
months. If not for the trade war, PBOC would have avoided a net increase
or even tried to achieve a net decrease in liquidity in the course of
financial deleveraging.

In regards to corporate debt financing, we note that Chinese corporates
have been less active since the financial deleveraging program kicked off
in Q4 2016 (chart 2).

Otherwise one of the key features in 2018 is that there have been more
onshore debt financing by AAA issuers than in 2017 but far less by sub-
AAA issuers. The latter should be attributed to a notable increase in
onshore credit defaults in the mid- and low-end of the corporate sector.

China has seen a deterioration in credit defaults, since the beginning of
2018, with onshore credit defaults rising to a record high (chart 3). In
response, policymakers stepped up efforts in Q4 to improve the credit
flow to the private sector and we expect the credit impulse to growth will
be less negative when we move into early 2019 versus this year.

The supportive measures tailor-made for the private enterprises should
alleviate any concerns on systemic risk arising. However, defaults will
likely stay elevated for most of 2019.

China Insight: Corporates Look Set to Face Ongoing Tough Domestic Financing Environment
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

Continued page 13
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Persistently high default rates combined with strong needs for refinancing
may push corporate issuers, especially those at the mid- or low-end of the
credit ladder (such as AA rated) to pay a much higher debt financing cost
in 2019.

Charts 4 and 5 suggest that refinancing needs will remain high in 2019,
with the maturity of ex financials credit bonds just slightly below CNY3tn,
a tad higher than 2018. Much worse, refinancing pressure for non-AAA
will increase significantly.

Though the maturity of non-AAA credit bonds in 2019 will be close to the
level in 2018 at around CNY1.8tn, the puttable amount will increase by as
much as 84% y/y to slightly below CNY1.5tn.

Against this backdrop, the issuance yields of the corporate bonds in
ratings below AAA will likely remain elevated or even go higher to 8% in
2019 (chart 6).

China Insight: Corporates Look Set to Face Ongoing Tough Domestic Financing Environment – cont’d
Back to Index Page



The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis. 

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting
patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products.

We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.

For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your
Account Manager.



The Context

• Extended the dramatic fall from 86.74 (3 October, four-year high) to
retrace near 50% of the recovery from 27.10 (2016 base)

• Bullish divergence is noted on some over-extended studies,
suggesting potential for a near-term bounce

• However, while a 7½ week falling trendline near 64.48 caps, negative
longer-term studies suggest renewed easing

• Below 56.92 opens the 55.06 higher low, with potential for extension
targeting the 49.88/50.00 cluster

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to sell into near-term corrective strength as we await a downtrend
resumption targeting 55.06, possibly 49.88. Place a protective stop
above 64.48

Front Month Brent – Scope For A Bounce Before The Downtrend Resumes

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 74.13 5 November 2018 minor lower high 
R4 70.30 15 August 2018 former low: the seven-month top trigger 
R3 68.38 16 November 2018 lower high 
R2 64.48 21 November 2018 high, near a 7½ week falling trendline at 64.72 
R1 61.40 27 November 2018 high, near 13 February 2018 former low at 61.76 

Support Levels 

S1 56.92 50% retracement of the 27.10/86.74 (2016-2018) rally 
S2 55.06 9 October 2017 higher low 
S3 53.86 Seven-month top target, near 76.4% retrace of 44.35/86.74 rally at 54.35 
S4 49.88 61.8% retracement of the 27.10/86.74 rally, near 17 August 2017 higher low at 50.00 
S5 46.11 10 July 2017 minor higher low 
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• Broke higher from an approx. 9-month bear channel earlier this

month

• The weekly MACD study has also crossed higher

• Scope is now seen for a more sustained recovery, targeting

.7484/200-Week MA next ahead of .7677/.7710

• Below .7164 stalls the advance, risking back to .7021, possibly the

2016 low at .6827

_____________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of .7677. Place stop below .7164.

AUD/USD – Multi-Month Channel Break Points To Stronger Recovery
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 .7813 20 April 2018 high 
R4 .7677 6 June 2018 high, near 61.8% of .8136-.7021 fall at .7710 
R3 .7578 50% of .8136-.7021 fall 
R2 .7484 9-10 July 2018 highs, near the 200-Week MA (currently approx. .7520) 
R1 .7382 21 August 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 .7199 27 November 2018 low 
S2 .7164 13 November 2018 low 
S3 .7021 26 October 2018 low 
S4 .6974 9 February 2016 low 
S5 .6827 15 January 2016 low 
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• Extended the long-term recovery via the current 14½ month rising

channel to reach 117.0 (7 November, 7¾ year peak)

• While dips hold 95.1-102.9 zone (September high/October lows),

constructive daily-monthly studies suggest a return to 117.0

• A clearance opens channel resistance at 121.6, with scope to a

Fibonacci projection at 132.5 on extension

• Only below 95.1-102.9 zone would signal topping and risk strong

clustered support at 86.9-87.7

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into near-term dips as we await a return to 117.0, perhaps channel
resistance at 121.6. Stop and reverse on the loss of the 95.1/98.5
support cluster

US 10YR TIPS – 117.0/121.6 Targeted While Dips Hold The 95.1/98.2 Zone

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 137.8 2011 peak - 9 February 
R4 132.5 .764 projection of -95.8/92.6 rally from -11.5 
R3 121.6 14½ month rising channel resistance, just over 22 February 2011 high at 120.6 
R2 117.0 7 November 2018, 7¾ year high 
R1 115.3 28 November 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 102.9 19 November 2018 low 
S2 98.2 11 October 2018 low, near 29 October 2018 low at 98.5 
S3 95.1 25 September 2018 former high, near 18 May 2018 former high at 94.9 
S4 87.7 28 September 2018 higher low, near 13 June/1 August 2018 highs at 86.9/87.4 
S5 83.1 14½ month rising channel support, near the 200DMA at 84.3 
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